
Request 6257 – Parks and streets  
(HDC) Street Cleaning  

1. Who provides the service? (DSO or private contractor – if the latter please provide 
the name of the company).  

2. What is the total annual value of the service?  

3. How many staff are utilised in the delivery of the service? a. Supervisors b. Drivers 
c. Operatives  

4. Do you employ agency staff on top of the number in question 3 or are these 
numbers included?  

5. Do you employ seasonal staff on top of the number in question 3?  

6. Does the service include litter picking on grounds maintenance land as well?  

7. How many staff are deployed in:- a. Zone 1? b. Zone 2? c. Zone 3?  

8. How many vehicles are used in the service:- a. HGV sweepers? b. Medium sized 
sweepers (above 3.5 tonnes but smaller than HGV)? c. Small mechanical sweepers 
(less than 3.5 tonnes)? d. Caged vehicles?  

9. Of the operatives in question 3, 4 and 5 how many are single operatives with a 
barrow?  

10. In which towns/villages are the operatives in question 9 deployed?  

11. How many litter and dog waste bins do you have in your area?  

12. Do you have dedicated crews to empty these bins?  

13. If the answer to question 12 is yes, how many vehicles collect these bins? a. In 
zone 1 b. In zone 2 c. In zone 3  

14. If the answer to question 12 is yes, how many drivers and operatives are 
employed in emptying these bins? a. In zone 1 b. In zone 2 c. In zone 3  

Response  

1. Who provides the service? (DSO or private contractor – if the latter please provide 
the name of the company). – In House  

2. What is the total annual value of the service? 19/20 Budget £721,433  

3. How many staff are utilised in the delivery of the service? 27 

a. Supervisors - 3 b. Drivers - 17 c. Operatives -7  



4. Do you employ agency staff on top of the number in question 3 or are these 
numbers included? No  

5. Do you employ seasonal staff on top of the number in question 3? No  

6. Does the service include litter picking on grounds maintenance land as well? Yes 
7. How many staff are deployed in:- a. Zone 1? 3 b. Zone 2? 10 c. Zone 3? 10  

8. How many vehicles are used in the service:- 17 a. HGV sweepers? 1 b. Medium 
sized sweepers (above 3.5 tonnes but smaller than HGV)? 3 c. Small mechanical 
sweepers (less than 3.5 tonnes)? 0 d. Caged vehicles? 8  

9. Of the operatives in question 3, 4 and 5 how many are single operatives with a 
barrow? 3  

10. In which towns/villages are the operatives in question 9 deployed? St Neots, 
Huntingdon, St Ives  

11. How many litter and dog waste bins do you have in your area? 1380  

12. Do you have dedicated crews to empty these bins? Yes  

13. If the answer to question 12 is yes, how many vehicles collect these bins? a. In 
zone 1 - 0 b. In zone 2 - 4 c. In zone 3 - 4  

14. If the answer to question 12 is yes, how many drivers and operatives are 
employed in emptying these bins? a. In zone 1 - 3 b. In zone 2 - 10 c. In zone 3 - 10 


